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dignity, frequently damaging their sense of  self.!;< All the while 
it instructs them that the complicated business of  running the 
world ought to be left to their “betters.” Then, as yet another 
line of  protection, the dominant institutions mock independent 
thought and critical inquiry, while penalizing and criminalizing 
de7 ance and rebellion. In all these ways, capitalism uses families, 
schools, the media, and criminal justice to inculcate the cultural 
practices and norms that keep the system ticking over.

In important measure, neoliberalism was a response to a per-
ceived weakening of  all these mechanisms—economic, social, 
and cultural—meant to impose and inculcate market discipline. 
After the Great Depression and the labor upsurge of  the =>?@s and 
’A@s, working class pressure had compelled governments to intro-
duce modest protections against unemployment and poverty. But 
as the Great Boom wound down, neoliberal pundits claimed that 
unemployment insurance, social assistance, and commitment 
to “full employment” had removed workers’ fear and insecurity. 
They further declared that the social movements of  the =>B@s—
civil rights, Black Power, women’s liberation, indigenous radi-
calism, labor militancy, gay and lesbian activism, Third World 
liberation struggles—had undermined respect for authority and 
fostered a criminal rebelliousness. And they vowed to 7 x all this.

On the economic front, the Volcker Shock—and similar poli-
cies in countries from Britain to Bolivia—were designed to make 
employment more precarious, through mass layo8 s, factory clo-
sures, public sector job cuts, and the replacement of  full-time by 
part-time work. Alan Budd, chief  economic advisor to former 
British prime minister Margaret Thatcher, was surprisingly forth-
right about all this. “Rising unemployment,” he argued, “was a 
very desirable way of  reducing the strength of  the working class 
. . . What was engineered—in Marxist terms—was a crisis in capi-
talism which re-created a reserve army of  labor, and has allowed 
the capitalists to make high pro7 ts ever since.”!;C In short, gener-
ate unemployment and you will curb workers’ powers of  resist-
ance. By fostering job insecurity in these ways, a new political 
climate was engineered, one designed to buttress market disci-
pline. Through the media and the pronouncements of  politi-
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cians, a cultural atmosphere was created that disparaged noncon-
formity and rebellion while extolling obedience and respect for 
those in power. A law and order regime, to be discussed below, 
threatened those who challenged authority. TV shows glorify-
ing cops became the rage. In all these ways, people were warned 
of  the severe risks involved in standing up to dictatorial manag-
ers, organizing a union, or going on strike. Do any of  the above, 
came the message, and you could easily be replaced. All of  which 
reminds us that, notwithstanding the force of  economic coercion 
imposed by market dependence, capitalism has always required 
an intricate web of  social, political, and legal coercion organized 
in and through the state.

Fundamental to intensi7 ed state coercion was a get-tough 
“law and order” regime that was backed up by increasingly mil-
itarized policing. Poor communities of  color su8 ered an inva-
sion of  ever more brutal and intrusive policing; radical political 
movements were in7 ltrated and harassed, their members fre-
quently jailed on trumped up charges and, in the case of  groups 
like the Black Panther Party, chillingly murdered. Schools in poor 
communities were subjected to heightened surveillance and dra-
matically increased police presence (in the U.S. this has included 
jails in schools). And on the street level, those who hang around, 
gather on corners, and generally do not lead the disciplined lives 
of  the neoliberal era are immediately suspect and liable to be 
confronted by police, their very mode of  life deemed suspicious. 
Not that any of  this is new. But it was a return to (and an intensi-
7 cation of ) older forms of  keeping poor, working class people in 
line. Once again, it was truly a neo-liberalism, the revival of  pol-
icies and practices that had characterized capitalism in its early 
(classically liberal) phase.

During the rise of  capitalism in Britain, for instance, workers 
who were dispossessed did not automatically accept the harsh 
regimes of  wage-labor. They could regularly be found squatting 
on common lands, where they hunted, 7 shed, picked berries, 
gathered 7 rewood, built shelters, and occasionally stole from the 
rich—just the images we have from traditional Robin Hood sto-
ries. Sometimes they formed traveling bands of  peddlers, trou-
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badours, entertainers, and itinerant laborers, crisscrossing the 
countryside in groups, frequently sleeping in the open air. And 
in some places and times they simply occupied public space to 
request alms from their neighbors.

Britain’s rulers were both unnerved by the independence of  
these crowds and determined to crush their survival strategies. 
One way or another, industrial work discipline would be imposed 
upon these rowdy, boisterous, self-reliant communities of  dispos-
sessed people. And so the ruling class erected a system of  draco-
nian legislation that licensed beating, whipping, branding, chain-
ing, severing of  ears, and imprisonment for those who begged, 
stole, or were of  “idle” disposition. In all these ways, observed 
Marx, “were the agricultural folk 7 rst forcibly expropriated from 
the soil, driven from their homes, turned into vagabonds, and 
then whipped, branded and tortured by grotesquely terroristic 
laws into accepting the discipline necessary for wage-labour.”!;! 
To be sure, when capitalist market relations become widely nor-
malized, states do not regularly have to behave in such blatantly 
brutal ways to keep their work forces in line. Much can be left 
to the quiet violence of  the capitalist economy in which dispos-
session (owning no productive assets except for one’s ability to 
work) compels people to submit to the unyielding disciplinary 
regimes of  wage-labor.

But while much can be left to market discipline, not every-
thing can. That is why law, police, prisons, and direct force remain 
omnipresent. Indeed, the intensi7 ed disciplinary regimes of  the 
neoliberal period—punitive laws against panhandling or sleep-
ing in parks, widespread incarceration of  those found with small 
bits of  drugs, harsher street-level policing and jail terms, and ever 
more people stu8 ed into prisons—are sharp reminders that the 
coercive powers of  the state will be regularly mobilized every 
time the “work ethic” and social discipline seem to be waning.

Essential to such e8 orts are strategies meant to make it less 
and less possible to survive outside the labor market. Typically, 
these strategies have been couched in terms of  making our streets 
safer, as if  unemployed youth, lacking meaningful facilities in 
which to gather for conversation and recreation, are the problem. 
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In California, a mid-=>G@s Task Force on youth gangs de7 ned the 
problem of  unemployed youth on the streets as “street terror-
ism.” And the =>GG law it spawned bore the ominous title Street 
Terrorism Enforcement and Prevention (STEP) Act.!;" In Ontario, 
Canada’s largest province, an exceptionally mean-spirited neo-
liberal government borrowed the same rhetoric. Having can-
celled all social housing and cut welfare rates by HH.B percent, it 
introduced a so-called “Safe Streets Act” meant to protect osten-
sibly endangered citizens from panhandlers and “squeegee kids,” 
who wanted to clean their car windshields for a small price. The 
perceived threat had nothing to do with public safety or fear of  
clean windshields, but much to do with e8 orts to criminalize 
social groups who sought out alternatives to wage-labor. Among 
other things, people who do not conform with the disciplines 
of  wage-labor violate the spatial relations of  the neoliberal city. 
Street people, panhandlers, squeegeers, and others tend to gather 
in public space; they put their own distinctive stamp on parts of  
the city. In so doing, they collide with the sanitizing mission of  
neoliberalism, which seeks to present cities as spaces for invest-
ment, real estate development, and high-end consumption in 
classy restaurants, nightclubs, museums, galleries, and more. This 
is why neoliberal urbanism has been so concerned with segre-
gating and hiding the poor and with criminalizing the non-con-
forming. Property values and sites of  luxury consumption pivot 
on exiling the poor, on a sort of  social cleansing that segregates 
poor, marginalized, and “deviant” groups. Law and policing have 
7 gured decisively in enacting such segregation.

So, new laws would be written, police mobilized, and 7 nes 
and jail terms imposed to close o8  alternatives to wage-labor 
and to remove the “undesired” from bourgeois view. It is instruc-
tive in this regard that, for all their talk of  “freedom,” neoliberals’ 
preferred disciplinary institution has been the prison: it is there 
that the “undisciplined,” particularly young people of  color, are 
to be taught the price of  not functioning as obedient cogs in 
the machinery of  capitalist production. In this spirit, a “law and 
order” crusade has been fashioned, involving draconian policies 
like three-strikes laws in many U.S. states (under which a third 
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conviction, irrespective of  the seriousness of  the previous ones, 
requires harsh jail sentences), joined to tougher conditions for bail 
and probation and longer sentences. Meanwhile, police and secu-
rity guards pour into schools with a special mission to hammer 
on youth of  color, as a reminder that discipline and control, not 
education, are the priorities. So obscene can this get that one pre-
dominantly African-American high school in New Orleans had 
thirty-four security guards compared to twenty-one teachers.!;; 
Multiple institutions of  coercion—from the sweatshop and the 
locked-down school to the penitentiary—thus intersect in a pro-
gram designed to impose market discipline by force.!;I

As neoliberals have pursued their disciplinary agenda, law 
enforcement budgets have soared, while police forces have been 
militarized, acquiring helicopters, assault weapons, tasers, and 
more. State spending on prisons has persistently risen, while 
social welfare programs have been slashed. Notwithstanding fall-
ing crime rates, prison building has been a boom-time industry—
California has pursued “the largest prison building program in 
the history of  the world” across the neoliberal era—while rates 
of  incarceration have also jumped.!;J Under the guise of  a so-
called “war on drugs,” militarized policing has been imposed 
on poor and racialized communities across the U.S., as well as 
countries like Mexico and Colombia. As Ruth Wilson Gilmore 
has powerfully shown, imprisonment has become the preferred 
neoliberal form of  social control of  largely racialized “surplus 
populations.” It is prisons—not schools or even job training pro-
grams—that secure the disciplinary ethos of  neoliberalism. As a 
result, while crime rates have fallen, the U.S. has witnessed a AK@ 
percent expansion of  its prison population since =>G@.!;L

The growth in this prison population during the neoliberal 
era is staggering. In =>MH, the U.S. prison-industrial complex held 
three hundred thousand inmates; by H@@@, the number had hit 
two million. Today, well over seven million people in the U.S. are 
in prison, on probation, or on parole.!;# Following in these tracks, 
the Canadian government has embarked on a N=@ billion prison 
expansion and retro7 tting program joined to increased incarcer-
ation and longer sentences—despite the fact that crime rates are 
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falling and that government programs that assist the poor are 
being slashed.!;O All of  this is about class discipline. But it is also 
about racial oppression. Given its constitution in and through 
colonialism, slavery, and extermination of  indigenous peoples, 
capitalist class formation has been inseparable from the social 
organization of  race and racism. Speci7 c populations—Africans, 
Asians, the Irish, and the indigenous peoples of  the Americas—
were subjected to ruthless, even murderous regimes of  pillage 
and brutality, consistently justi7 ed by doctrines of  racial inferi-
ority. “The discovery of  gold and silver in America, the extirpa-
tion, enslavement and entombment in mines of  the indigenous 
population of  that continent, the beginnings of  the conquest and 
plunder of  India, and the conversion of  Africa into a preserve 
for the commercial hunting of  black skins, are all things which 
characterize the dawn of  the era of  capitalist production,” wrote 
Marx.!I< However, Marx was less clear about the ways in which 
integral to all these horrors was the construction of  systemic 
racism, a mode of  white supremacy, which sustained and rein-
forced these methods of  racialized accumulation.!IC Moreover, 
as a number of  social critics have shown, these violent processes 
of  dispossession are continually re-enacted across the history of  
capitalism.!I! And because they operate within neocolonial and 
imperial circuits of  global power, these processes continue to 
ooze racism, even if  the latter assumes new forms and is enacted 
through changing social practices. In fact, America’s contempo-
rary “criminal justice” regime is one of  the foremost indicators 
of  the enduring presence of  systemic racism in the neoliberal 
era. In the U.S. today, after all, two-thirds of  all people incarcer-
ated are Black or Latino. Meanwhile, one in every three African-
American men is in prison or under some form of  criminal sur-
veillance, such as probation or parole. Similarly, in Canada native 
men are HK times more likely to be in a provincial jail than are 
non-native men; and native women are =?= times more likely to 
7 nd themselves locked up than their non-native counterparts.!I"

Policing and imprisonment are thus among the most overtly 
racialized features of  late capitalism. But they are just the tip of  
the iceberg, below which resides a vast web of  racially organ-
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ized social practices. Indeed, the social organization of  debt mar-
kets, which 7 gure so centrally to the recent crisis of  the neolib-
eral economy, is another key domain of  the exploitative practices 
of  racialized capitalism.

“Predatory Inclusion”: Race, Debt and Dispossession
Debt, of  course, is one of  the most ancient forms of  economic 
exploitation. Across millennia, the poor have often needed to 
borrow from the rich—particularly during times of  drought, 
famine, and war—in order to buy food, seed, livestock, or tools. 
But woe to those who cannot repay. In one class-based society 
after another, lenders have had the legal right to exact harsh ret-
ribution from delinquent borrowers. In ancient Egypt, Greece, 
and Rome, failure to repay frequently resulted in debt bondage, 
a state of  outright enslavement, where the debtor could be phys-
ically seized and turned over to the lender. Roman landlords 
often kept private prisons for those unable to repay, and they 
could legally keep them in chains. Indeed, during some periods 
Roman law allowed lenders to chop a debtor into pieces and 
divide up the body parts.!I;

Capitalism transformed debt relations in signi7 cant ways. 
While creditors could seize assets—such as homes, personal 
belongings and future earnings—the bodies of  debtors them-
selves were generally o8  limits, though pawnbrokers and loan 
sharks who might break your legs continue to prey on those 
turned away by the banks. Most importantly, large institutions 
like banks became the primary lenders, rather than rich landlords. 
Large-scale lending by banks came to revolve around lending to 
businesses to help 7 nance investments. In these cases, banks loan 
funds that other capitalists will use to exploit labor and produce 
goods. Banks then receive back a share of  capitalist pro7 ts as 
interest payments—which makes bank loans a form of  interest-
bearing capital.!II Yet, as capitalist credit systems became more 
sophisticated, workers were increasingly drawn into their orbit 
by way of  consumer credit and mortgage lending. And during 
the neoliberal period, workers in the Global North in particular 
have been inserted more thoroughly into 7 nancial circuits than 
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